
Women: 120

LOCALS: 126 TRANSPLANTS: 85

G1 - G8 + GRAND1  AT A GLANCE: SNAPSHOT

Men: 91
Total Attendees: 211
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TESTIMONIALS:
"I have the good fortune of knowing many of the professionals from my Gathering experience. I look forward to

connecting with those whom I haven't been able to connect with yet. Thank you to the Gathering and Committee for
your work, and for orchestrating this very important initiative!" - J.McRoy

 
"Yes, I feel more connected with several (4) members that I didn't know prior to the Gathering event." - T.Lovelady

 
"I've been in Kansas a little over a year, and The Gathering has already helped significantly grow my network in ways

that have benefited me professionally and in the growth of my business." - L.Kelly
  

"My experience with the Gathering was great! It was an opportunity to connect with many wonderful people. But what I
am most happy about is meeting Brandy Evans, who has become one of my dearest friends. I’m truly grateful to the

Gathering for connecting us." - A.Harrison
 

"I have met and connected with two women new to Wichita and have referred them to The Gathering. We keep in touch,
and hopefully, they feel welcome to our city." - G.Birzer

 
"The Gathering has led me to immensely fulfilling personal and professional opportunities, including spaces to mentor

and support youth development and to help young, Black professionals navigate their career paths" - C.Kelly
 

"I connected with Crystal and we had coffee and a great conversation on DEI and ways we can collaborate." - B.Berry
 
 


